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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF PEMNSYlVANIA
EASTER.� DISTRIC'I'
No. 441 Disciplinary Docket
No. 2

IN THE MJ,.TTER OF
ROBERT W. COSTIGAN

nisc:i..plinary Board

No. 60 DB 84

Attorney Registration No. 12120
{Philadelphia)

ARGUED:

April 26, l9S5

OPINION OF TH! CO..!.IB'.I
MR. JUSTICE FLAHERTY

DECIDED: A�g1.1st 22, 1995

Petitioner Ccstigan was disbarred in December 1990 on account
of a criminal convict i.on which c,:,ncerned his mishandling of an
estate.

Now Costigan petitions this court for reinstatement
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On June 29 and July 13, 1993 a

hearing cotr�ittee he3rd the matter, and on January 6, 1994 the
Disciplinary Board also recommended reinstatement.

On July 26,

1994, this court entered a rule to show cause why an order denying
reinstatement should not be entered based on petitioner's failure

to prove that his resumption of the practice of law would not be
detrimental to the administration of justice. 1
The sol� issue in this case is whether Costigan has met his
bu::::-den of establishing, by clear arl.d convincing evidence that he!
tias the 1�oral qualifications, competency and
learning in law required for admission to
practice law in this Commonwealth and that
[his] resumption of the p�actice of law within
the Commonwealth
will be neither
detri�ental to the integrity and standing of
the bar or the administration of justice nor
subversive of the public interest.
Pa.R.D.E. 2l8(c) {3) (i).

In Office of Qisciplinary_counsel v. F:ellf2.h:, 509 Pa. 573, 506
A.2d 872 (1986), this court stated:
The
primary purpose of our system o:
lawyer disc:ipline is to nrotect the oublic
from unfit attorneys and to maintain the
1

Pa.R.D.E. 21B(c) (6) provides!

as
tc

integ�ity of the legal system . . . . In the
case of disbarment there is no basis for an
expectation by the disbarred attorney of the
right to resume practice at some future point
in time. When reinstatement is sought by the
disbarred attorney, the threshold question
must be whether the magnitude of the breach of
trust would permit the resumption of practice
vithout a detrimental effect upon "the
integrity and standing of the bar or the
administration of justice nor subversive of
tha public interest." Pa.R.D.E. 2lS(c) (3) Ci)
509 Pa. at 579, 506 A.2d at 875.
The

11

breach of trust 11 in th.is case a.rose from Costigan' s

handling cf an estate.

See Disciplinary Counsel

Pa.

(1990).

16,

SG4 A.2d 296
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Cost.igan. 526

As a result of his actions in

handling the estate, Costigan was convicted of two counts of theft
by deception,

t-;,.;o coum:s of theft by failure to make req-uired

disposition of funds received, two counts of theft, one count of
criminal conspiracy, and one count of aiding in the consummation of
crime..

Numerous appeals were take:1 and denied and Costigan served

a p�ison sentence from October of 19a7 until October of 1989, and
was on par0le until October 9, 1992.
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represent the estate.

The three told Costigan that the decedent

has

and that someone

a son,

Theodore I

identifying himseJ.f

as

Theodore called the fur1eral home, but that Theodore had not bean
seen in many years.

on June 3, 1981, the Booras sister informed Costigan that her
brother and co-administrator had removed at least $200,0CO in cash
from the decedent's house in Philadelphia.
had informed the FBI of this,

She indicated that she

Costigan sugges't�d that the three

administrators meet in his office the following day.
1981 the meeting was cor:.duct�d in Costigar..' s off ice.

On June 4,
At that

meetinq, John Bocras brought to Costigan's office a bag containing
$270,000 in cash which he had removed from the decadent's house and
a safety deposit box which was jointly held with the decedent.
With the adrninistrators present, Costigan drafted and then filed a
petition for letters of administration, naming the three siblings
as co-administrators.

The petition disclosed that the decedent had

a son, Th�odore, but that he tad not teen seen in scne time and
Cost

t

value of

at

1

entered

his 1

$10,00

i;:1 Cost.

's office

r.
cases of co

cay,
and

bills of nurni�matic value and jewelry which was

subseq11ently

appraised at $27,000 and divided among the siblings.
on .June 9th and a.gain on June 12th, 1981 an attorney for the
decedent's son; Theodore, called Costigan and informed him that
Theodore was alive.

During conversations with Theodore's attorney

in which Costigan detailed the assets of the estate,

Costigan

failed to reveal the distributic,n cf cash and jewelry.

Costigan

explained that he did not
distribution of

cash and

inform the other attorney o! the
jewelry because of

attorney-client

confidentiality.
In the dis�iplinary case res�lting in Costigan's disbanr.ent,
this cour� stated:
As the Beard concluded, the a=tions which
resulted in Cos,:igan' s cri:rr.inal convictions
reflect wrongdoing and a serious lack of
judgment. At the very least, Costigan allowed
himself to be manipulated by his clients into
commission of unethical and criminal acts.
While it dces not appear that he fostered all
of the outrageous conduct of the Booras
be
h

526 Pa. at 24, 584 A.2d at 300.

Since his release from prison, Costigan has been employed in
Witnesses testified that his work is

a law firn1 as a paralegal.
exemplary.

As was stated in the Keller case, our threshold question �s
whether the magnitude of the breach of trust permits the resum.ption
of the practice of law wi t:hout a dei:.rimental effect upon the
integrity and standing of the bar, the administration of justice,
or the public interest.

Further, as f:eller made clear, when an

attorney is disbarred "there is no basis for an expectation by the

disbarred attorney of the right to resume practice at some future
point in time .. 0

509 Pa. at 579, 506 A.2d at 875.

Pursuant

"C.:'.:i

the

re::r..1irements of Eellet:, then, we must. cor,sider first the nature of
Costigan's misconduct.

If that misconduct is not so extreme as to

bar readmission in itself, we nust: then co::1sider whether the
petitioner has met his burden of establishing that he presently

meets the requirements of Pa.R.D.E. 21B(c) (3) (i), i.e., that the
resumption of his practice of law will not be detrimental to the
the administration cf j

or

ic

If the

's
In other
not only that he

the petitioner
s t:he nature

his

wrongdoing, but also he must convince this ccurt that he is not
predisposed to commit future ethical infractions.
We agree with the Office of Disciplinary counsel and Costigan
that his misconduct does not in itself bar consideration of his
petition.

We mu.st address, therefore., whether Costigan has me.t his

burden of establishing that he pr�sently meets the requirements of
Pa.D.R.E. 218(c) (3) (i).

When asked about his convictions on cross

examination, Costigan replied as follcws:
Q. And the conclusion that you have drawn from
all of these proceedings is that if you were
to be reinstated to the practice of law, ycu
would have to de better to protect yourself
from your own clients, am I understanding that
correctly?
A. That's certainly true, yes.
Q. Do you agree or disagree w1�h this
statement: "That the actions which resulted in
convictions
Costigan's
criminal
reflect
wrongdoing and a serious lack cf judgment"?
A. I think they reflect -- they reflect -
yeah, t:.hey do reflect both wrongdoing and a
serious lack of judgment. But the wrongdoing
wasn 1 t on

* *
Q.

t

*

involvement in the criminal justice system or
any further charges against you is to act to
protect yourself from your clients such as by
covertly taping conversations you have with
them, is that .

A. No. I •

. .

Q. Is that your testimony today?
I

A. No, that is not my testimony today.
didn't do it then I wouldn't d,:> it now.
Q. So if you said earlier that you .

A. No, what I said earlier was that if I had
known that these conversations were going to
become so significant, yeah, I would have
taped them, but r did not know and you're not
ever ·.;oing to know in advance.
And I den I t
intend to start practicing taping p�ople 's
conversations.
Q. But you do intend primarily to avoid such
situations in the future?
A. Absolutely,
Q. To act in a way that would p�otect yourself
from your clients?
Because it I s really t!1e
clients that cauced this kind of problem; is
that correct?
I
A. Well, in my case it happened to be.
think the proof of it, proof of the pudding is
that the woman who was the star witn�ss
inst me was the only one who walked away

ew
f
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Costigan also asserts that even though he was convicted of
f

Booras

estate, he is not guilty of criminal cond1.1ct in that case and he
should not be compelled to confess to a crime he did not commit as
a condition for reinstatement to tha bar of Pennsylvania.
supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts I

The

addressing a similar

claim, stated:
The continued assertion of innocence in the
face of prior conviction does not, as might be
argued, constitute conclusive proof of lack of
the necessary moral character to merit
reinstatement. Though we dee.:m prior judgments
dispcsitiva of all factual issues and deny
attorneys subj*ct to disciplinary proceedings
the right; to r·eli tigate issues of guilt I we
recognize that a convicted pers,n may on
sincer� reasoning believe himself to be
innocent.

* * *

For (the convicted attorney), a r.ule requiring
admission cf guilt and repentance creates a
cruel quandary: he may stand muts and lose his
opportunity; or he may cast aside his ha�d
retained :scruples and, paradoxically, commit
what he regards as perjury to prove his
Hcn�st
wo�thlness to practice law.
rnen would suffer permanent disba!:'ment under
such a rule. Others, less sure of their moral
positions, would be te:npte:d to commit perjury
by admitting to a nonexistent offense (or to
bel i1;;;ve is nonexistent) to
an offense
ria

the

re
comm

after di
to con

to er

11

of

that he

net believe he

our focus here is not on Costigan' s criminal convictions,
however, but on the legal and ethical significance of uncontested
facts which emerged in the criminal case ..
Those facts include the following:

Costigan prepared and

subsequently filed documents listing the value of the estate a�
$50,000 as he sat in the same room with a bag containing $270,000
in cash belonging to the estate.

He allowed the administrators of

the estate to divide up $270,000 in cash and take this money into
their possession rather than insisting that the cash be deposited
He accepted $10,000 cash himself and then

in a. bank account.

failed to enter this payment in his ledger.
with the attorney

When he co��unicated

representing the decea3ed's

son

and heir,

detailing the assats of the estat.�, he failed t.o disclose that
those t.:hom he had appointed as co-administrators had divided among

them $270, ooo belor.ging to the estate. 3
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It may be fairly said that

.

win t e criminal trial, the trial ccurt writes:
Defendant
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any one of these factors, standing alcne, would not raise the
specter of impropriety, but when they are taken together, the
inescapable inferem:e is that Costigan and the administrators

intended to appropriate significant sums of money belor1ging to the
estate for their own use without ac�ounting to anyone except each
other for the misappropriated money.

Moreover, even if this was

not Costigan's intent, he handled the case in such a way as tc

raise the inference that it was his intent, and thus, he gave the
appearance of wrongdoing, which cast doubt on the integrity of the

bar.
on these facts I

The question before us is whether,

the.

applicant has met his burden of demonstrating by clear and
convincing evidence that he has appropriate moral qualifications,
competency and learning in law,
trustworthy·.

Pa.R,O.E.

218(c)

and that he

in a word,

(3) (i).

Nearly fifteen years ago, th.Ls court quoted from the Maryland
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profession.
The attorney is entrusted with
the life savings and investments of his
clients.
He becomes the guardian of the
mentally deficient, and potential savior for
the accused. Ha is a fiduciary, a confidant,
an advisor, and an advocate.
However t the
great privilege. of serving in all th�se
capacities
does
not
come
without
the
concomitant responsibilities of trust, candor
and honesty. In fact, it can be said that the
presence of these virtues in merebers of the
bar comprises a large portion of the fulcrum
upon which the scales of justice rest.
consequently, an attorney's character must
remain beyond reproach.
Office of Disciplinary Counsel v. Lewis, 493 Pa. 519, 52$, 426 A,2d
1138, 1142 (1981), citing Marvland State Bar As�ociation v. Agnew,
2 7 l Md . 5 4 3 , 31 S J.•• 2 d S 11 ( .1. 9 7 4 ) •

We agree with t.be Maryland Court that "trust,

candor and

honesty 11 are the fulcru.m on which the scales of justice. rest.

In

Costigan's case, if he had acted in accord with such ideals at the
time of handling the estate, he would not have been disbarred, and
if he had demonstrated an understanding of thair importance in the
ing

he

liJ<e

be reinstatad,

for such an
.:R D.E,

d

disbarment.
matter
lure
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his
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ients for any
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f es h

from

readmission to the bar under the terms of Pa.R.D.E. 218(c) (3) (i}:
he

does

not

(competency); 4

possess
his

a

basic

understanding

readmission

would

be

of

legal

detrimental

ethics
to

the

integrity and standing of the bar; and his readmission would be
subversive of the public interest,

The petition for reinstatement: is denied and the rule to show
cause is made absolute.

Judgment entered
Daced: August 22 t 1995

concurs in the result.
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Dl§SENTINq OPINION
MR. JUSTICE MONTEMURO

DECIDED: A�g1.1st 22, 1995

I disagree with the majority's analysis cf this case.

It is

beyond dispute that Robert Costigan ("Costigan") was disbarred by
this Court, see Disciplinary Counsel v. Costigan,
A.2d 296 (1990),
resulted

e�ta;.e. 1

based

upon certain

criminal

526 Pa.

convictions

from his participation in the administration

16,

584

which
of

an

The disbi'ninf\nt was ordered on D'3cember 26, l!J!JO :.ind made

retroactive to the date of suspension, July 13, 1984.

criminal conspiracy, and one count of aiding in the consummation of
Pa.R.D.E. 218
the petitioner

(Reinstatement) provides that after a p(a:t::ition

fi

the Disciplinary Board of the
, at which
for a hear

the initiation of the criminal charges I throughout conviction,
numerous appeals and the subsequent disciplinary proceedings,

Costigan has denied criminal culpability, admitting only that his

actions constituted a serious lack of judgment.

The Office of

Disciplinary counsel argues that Costigan's continued refusal to
accept responsibility for his convi.ction, vis-a-vis, to ad.'1'1it

wrongdoing, would have a detrimental effect on the administration
of justice, and therefore, precludes reinstatement.
Referring to a similar Massachusetts case, In re Hiss, 368 Mass. 447,
333 N.E.2d 429 (1975),

the majority agrees with the Massachusetts

court's analysis that "a rule requiring admission of guilt and
repentance creates a cruel quandary:
believes himself to be innocent]

(the convicted attorney who

may stand mute and lose his

opportunity [for reinstatement): or he may cast aside his hardretained scruples and, paradoxically, commit what he
regards as perjury to prove his wc!"t:hiness to Practice la·..; .
Id. at 437.

As such, the majority concludes that admission of

guilt canno� serve as a condition or prerequisite to reinstatement.
Having made that determination, the majority proceeds to
recount the facts of Costigan's criminal conviction and then
questions whether on the basis of those facts, the applicant has
is
of the practice of
law within the Commonwealth by such person will
de�rimental to the
and
of the
or the
nor subversive of
the public interest.
Pa.R.D.E. 218(c) (3) (i).
... 995
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"

met his burden of establishing his moral qualifications I competency
and learning in the law as required by Pa.R.D.E. 218(c)

(J)

(i). The

majority concludes that he has not, particularly because "[h]e
finds nothing wrong with his actions in the estate matter, and
instead blames his clients for any wrongdoing. This failure to
acki�owledge his own wrongdoing disqualifies him from readmission
. "

With the same. breath, therefore

1

the :majority determines

that admission of guilt is not req uired for reinstatement

I

but

denies Costigan's petition, nonetheless, because of his failure to
admit wrongdoing.

I believe that the majority's conclusions are

inconsistent.
In Office of Disciplinary Counsel v. ¥.sller, 509 Pa. 573, 506

A.2d 872 {1986), we addressed the requirements necessary to seek
reinstatement. As the majority correctly notes, Keller requires us
to first exa:mine the nature. of th;; conduct which resulted in
disbarment in order to determine if the conduct was itself so
egregious that it would forever bar readmission.

If not, we must

then proceed to consider whether the petitioner has sufficiently
carried the burden of proof to establish his fitness to practice

s

law as

reinstateruent. The major i
I

I

s ana

of the second prong is

Our Rule,

Pa.R.D.E4

218(c) (3) (i), clearly requires the

petitioner to establish by clear and convincing eviaence that he is
fit to resume the practice of law and that he has sufficiently
rehabilitated so �hat if the privilege is once again bestowed upon
him, his resumption of practice will not be detrimental to the
integrity of the bar nor to the administration of justice.

In

making that determination, the majority focuses on the facts which
led to disbarment and Costigan's continued denial of criminal
culpability, whereas, I believe it is necessary to review all of
the evidence presented to the Board..
While I recognize that we are not bound by the findings of the
Disciplinary Board, see Office of Di.sciplinary Counsel v. Zdrok,
-� Pa. �' �-' 645 A.2d 830, 832 (1994), I note that we often
defer to those findings and rec:omr:.endations. ld, Indeed, it is
the evidence which was presented to the Board which will guide us
in determining if Costigan has carried his burden.
Such evidence, as found by the Board, did, of course, include
the facts and circumstances of Costigan's disbarment. However, the

ev1aence also included testimony from ten witnesses, all of whom

also :rr,ade an effort

Stack, Esquire,

law by

1

In

i

r.

In

.J--10-1995
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Counsel does not dispute that Costigan is sufficiently learned in
the law to resume practice. (N.T. 7/13/93 at 92).
Furthermore, my thorough review of the record reveals, and
perhaps, most importantly, that Costigan has attended various
continuing legal education seminars, including two lectures on
legal ethics, (N.T. 7/13/93 at 51), and that these seminars have
helped

him

gain

responsibilities.

a

better

understanding

(N.T. 7/13/93 at 74).

of

his

ethical

Specifically, I believe

that the following exchange is particularly instructive:

Q:

Has this experience led you to have
gotten for yourself any self-protective
attitudes or practices---ehat you will
employ if readmitted in the practice of
law?

A:

Oh, I think absolutely.

Q:

Can you expa�d on thut?

A:

Well, it's very difficult to pick a
particular situation, because I don;t
know what will occur, but I do know--I
think the t,snure of the times is
different, too. Back ten years ago, the
lawyer was primarily obligated to protect
hio el.ie:nt, .?,..nJ.:,:: ll,lu},, , l,.,:;i.·1J.nS;1 a�1:enaea
of the ethic seminars, that that's

as true

Absolutely,

��

it ��a

(N.T. 7/13/93 at 50/51). Costigan also testified that his actions
which resulted in the criminal convictions reflected a serious lack
judgment on

67

from

experience that he has been through, his perception of lawyers'
obligations has changed. (N,T. 7/13/93 at 73-74).

After hearing all of the evidence, the Board recommended that
reinstatement was appropriate. In so concluding, the Board noted
that "all of (Costigan's) witnesses testified that reinstating
[Costigan] into the bar would not hdrm the standing, reputation or
integrity of it, and that several emphasized that they would
welcome

his

return."

(Report

and

Recommendations

of

the

Disciplinary Board at 11).
In another reinstatement case, we described the reinstatement
process as follows:

A reinstatement proc�eding .is a searching
inquiry into a lawyer's present professional
and moral fitness to resume the practice or
law. The object of concern is not solely the
transgressions which gave rise to the lawyer's
suspension or disbarment, but rather, the
nature and extent of the rehabilitative
efforts he hac m�de sin-ee the time the
sanctions were imposed, and the dagree of
success achieved
i�
the
rehabilitative
process.

f.hiladelDhia Newsgapers, Ir,c. v. Disciplinary Board of the ;u19re�e
.QQurt, 468 Pa. 382

3 5-386

363 A,2d 779, 780-781
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Therefore, I
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detrimental

to
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